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Why Forgive?
For the modern woman looking to create a successful life, How to
Have Your Life Not Suck is the perfect cocktail of sass and down-toearth guidance. With her signature wit, engaging stories, and
brilliant insights from a counselor friend, Bianca Juarez Olthoff
gives spot-on advice for adulting, career, relationships, and faith.
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Presents advice for dealing with self-critical thoughts and negative
emotions about the past, along with techniques for developing selfcompassion and a more positive outlook.

Forgive and Forget
While S. Truett Cathy was building Chick-fil-A, Jeannette M. Cathy
was nurturing a family and together with their faith, they built an
empire based on biblical principles. Chick-fil-A has become a
national phenomenon over the past fifty years, forever changing the
fast food industry in terms of food quality and customer service.
Much has been written about Chick-fil-A founder S. Truett Cathy
over the years, but the true, behind-the-scenes story of the Cathy
family has never been told . . . until now. In A Quiet Strength,
Truett’s daughter, Trudy Cathy White, tells the story of the real
heart and soul of the Cathy family: her mother, Jeannette M. Cathy.
This heartwarming memoir presents Trudy’s first-hand look at her
mother’s amazing life, including growing up during the Great
Depression with a struggling single mother, being crowned the best
dancer in Atlanta at age six, singing in church revivals all across
Georgia at age eight, breaking tradition by attending both college
and seminary as a woman in the 1940s, and helping found the most
influential and fastest-growing restaurant chain in the country.
Trudy also shares Jeannette’s often-unbelievable misadventures
raising three children on the Cathy farm—from beekeeping fiascos to
regularly chasing a pony, a parrot, and a monkey around her living
room! Throughout her incredible ninety-two years, Jeannette M.
Cathy was an accomplished singer, dancer, musician, painter,
theologian, farmhand, and self-taught repairman. Her most
important roles, though, were the ones a precious few ever saw: that
of a wife, mother, and grandmother. As S. Truett Cathy often said,
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of chicken
between a buttered bun!” Join Trudy
Cathy White on a tour through the life of the surprising,
enterprising, and downright hilarious grandmother you never knew
you needed!

Women Living Well
Your job is obedience. God's job is everything else. If you've ever
found yourself wonderingWhat is God's plan for my life? or Can He
really use me? you're not alone. Lysa TerKeurst has wrestled
through those same questions. But she's also learned that we were
absolutely created to participate in God's divine activity and
experience His rich blessings. We just have to say yes to Him!
Through her own struggles, doubts, and honest vulnerability, Lysa
will equip you to: Reignite your passion for the Lord by discovering
the incredible opportunities He's already placed in front of you and
the courage to say yes. Know what God is speaking personally to
you with practical ways to listen for His voice. Overcome the fear
that you're not doing the Christian life right by learning it's about
perfect surrender, not perfect performance. Apply key teachings to
your own situation today with helpful study questions and reflection
prompts. Get ready for a journey of joy and purpose—one that will
radically bless you beyond what you can ask or imagine!

Uninvited
*#1 New York Times Bestseller* You deserve to stop suffering
because of what other people have done to you. Have you ever felt
stuck in a cycle of unresolved pain, playing offenses over and over
in your mind? You know you can't go on like this, but you don't
know what to do next. Lysa TerKeurst has wrestled through this
journey. But in surprising ways, she’s discovered how to let go of
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therapeutic insight, and rich Bible teaching coming out of more than
1,000 hours of theological study, Lysa will help you: Learn how to
move on when the other person refuses to change and never says
they're sorry. Walk through a step-by-step process to free yourself
from the hurt of your past and feel less offended today. Discover
what the Bible really says about forgiveness and the peace that
comes from living it out right now. Identify what's stealing trust and
vulnerability from your relationships so you can believe there is still
good ahead. Disempower the triggers hijacking your emotions by
embracing the two necessary parts of forgiveness.

Beyond Ordinary
On its initial publication, Forgive and Remember emerged as the
definitive study of the training and lives of young surgeons. Now
with an extensive new preface, epilogue, and appendix by the
author, reflecting on the changes that have taken place since the
book's original publication, this updated second edition of Charles
L. Bosk's classic study is as timely as ever.

Radical Self-Forgiveness
How safe is your marriage? The answer may surprise you. The
biggest threat to any marriage isn’t infidelity or miscommunication.
The greatest enemy is ordinary. Ordinary marriages lose hope.
Ordinary marriages lack vision. Ordinary marriages give in to
compromise. Ordinary is the belief that this is as good as it will ever
get. And when we begin to settle for ordinary, it’s easy to move
from “I do” to “I’m done.” Justin and Trisha Davis know just how
dangerous ordinary can be. In this beautifully written book, Justin
and Trisha take us inside the slow fade that occurred in their own
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avoided, the thoughts and feelings that led to an affair and near
divorce, and finally, the heart-change that had to occur in both of
them before they could experience the hope, healing, and
restoration of a truly extraordinary marriage.

When You Can't Say "I Forgive You"
Forgiveness is an essential part of being a Christian. But what do
we do when confronted with the unforgivable--an act that shakes
our moral foundations to their roots, often committed by someone
trusted and loved? Murder, sexual abuse, adultery--all leave lifelong
wounds and all are trespasses that, through the grace of God, still
can be forgiven. Dr. David Stoop compassionately guides readers
along the course of heartfelt forgiveness, freeing them to apply the
biblical teachings that have already changed thousands of lives.
Now available in mass market.

Constructive Wallowing
"Absolutely unputdownable, delivers all of the feels! Roni Loren is
a new favorite. Loved this."—COLLEEN HOOVER, #1 New York
Times bestseller Most days Rebecca Lindt feels like an imposter
The world admires her as a survivor. But that impression would
crumble if people knew her secret. She didn't deserve to be the one
who got away. But nothing can change the past, so she's thrown
herself into her work. She can't dwell if she never slows down. Wes
Garrett is trying to get back on his feet after losing his dream
restaurant, his money, and half his damn mind in a vicious divorce.
But when he intervenes in a mugging and saves Rebecca—the
attorney who helped his ex ruin him—his simple life gets
complicated. Their attraction is inconvenient and neither wants
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realized they needed: each other She laughed and kissed him. This
morning she'd melted down. But somehow this man had her
laughing and turned on only a few hours later. Everything inside her
felt buoyed. She feltlight. She'd forgotten what that felt like. The
Ones Who Got Away Series: The Ones Who Got Away (Book 1)
The One You Can't Forget (Book 2) The One You Fight For (Book
3) Readers are Raving About about The Ones Who Got Away:
"Phenomenal. Gets my highest recommendation!"—LORELEI
JAMES, New York Times bestselling author "Richly layered and
full of emotion Unforgettable."—KRISTEN CALLIHAN, New York
Times and USA Today bestselling author "Unique, swoony, and
lively."—SARINA BOWEN, USA Today bestselling author

Forgive and Remember
The Intelligent Divorce-Book Two: Taking Care of Yourself
revolves around you- the greatest asset your kids have. Despite the
inevitable power struggles you may have with your ex, if you do the
hard work of staying healthy, centered, and focused on your
children's well-being, you'll be pleasantly surprised by how well
they'll do. After all, they want to see their mom and dad happy,
positive, and when possible communicating effectively with each
other. And if you're raising your children alone, this book, along
with Book One, will help you become a positive role model for
your kids. We will equip you with the necessary tools to better
understand your situation, handle it to the very best of your ability,
and come through it not only intact but healthier, as an individual
and as a parent.

Is God Speaking to Me?
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TerKeurst
admits
that she, like
most women, has had experiences
where others bump into her happy and she comes emotionally
unglued. We stuff, we explode, or we react somewhere in between.
What do we do with these raw emotions? Is it really possible to
make emotions work for us instead of against us? Yes, and in her
usual inspiring and practical way, Lysa will show you how. Filled
with gut-honest personal examples and biblical teaching, Unglued
will equip you to: Know with confidence how to resolve conflict in
your important relationships. Find peace in your most difficult
relationships as you learn to be honest but kind when offended.
Identify what type of reactor you are and how to significantly
improve your communication. Respond with no regrets by
managing your tendencies to stuff, explode, or react somewhere in
between. Gain a deep sense of calm by responding to situations out
of your control without acting out of control.

How to Forgive when You Can't Forget
New York Times bestselling author Lysa TerKeurst leans into the
deeply personal topic of rejection and takes readers on a journey to
explore its roots; the lies we believe as a resu

The Jesus Who Surprises
In this six-session small group Bible study, New York Times
bestselling author Lysa TerKeurst helps women understand how
cravings for lasting spiritual satisfaction are often mistaken for
cravings for food. According to Lysa, craving isn't a bad thing. But
the challenge is to realize God created us to crave so we'd ultimately
desire more of Him in our lives, not more food. Many of us have
misplaced that craving, and overindulge in physical pleasures
instead of lasting spiritual satisfaction. If you or someone you know
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about yourself today Stop beating yourself up over the numbers on
the scale and make peace with the body you've been given Discover
how weight loss struggles aren't a curse but, rather, a blessing in the
making Replace justifications that lead to diet failure with
empowering go-to scripts that lead to victory Eat healthy without
feeling deprived Reach a healthy weight goal while growing closer
to God through the process Sessions include: From Deprivation to
Empowerment From Desperation to Determination From Guilt to
Peace From Triggers to Truth From Permissible to Beneficial From
Consumed to Courageous Bonus session: Moving the Mountain
This pack contains one participant's guide and one DVD.

How to Forgive When You Can't
What if the next big step God wants you to take is actually small?
Stepping into the assignments the Lord has for us and pursuing the
dreams He's placed in our hearts can feel overwhelming and
exhilarating all at the same time. But walking in His will begins
with our daily obedience to Him. Lysa TerKeurst knows what it
means to walk by faith and encourages you to discover the deeply
personal truths of God's Word for your calling. What Happens
When Women Walk in Faith is filled with stories and Scripture that
will help you apply practical, Biblical truths to your life and equip
you to: Discover 5 phases of your faith walk and embrace the
direction that the Lord is leading you. Identify one area where you
can draw a line in the sand and take a step toward something new.
Be prepared for God to use your small steps of faith to unleash His
work and wonder in your life. No matter what God has called you
to, you can take this first step!

Choosing Forgiveness
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discovering the surprising places Jesus shows up in the Old
Testament and the unexpected ways He speaks into our lives today.
Offering a fascinating perspective on the historic, poetic, and
prophetic books of the Old Testament, Brestin draws on her deep
understanding of the full scope of the Bible to explore the timeless
story of God's quest to rescue each of us. She combines rich
teaching, memorable storytelling, and an in-depth Bible study
component to create a resource that shows readers how the story
began (the books of Moses), how to live in the story (the poetic
books), and how the story will end (the prophets).

Rhythms of Renewal: Trading Stress and Anxiety for a
Life of Peace and Purpose
Daily struggles with anxiety and stress make it difficult to receive
God's peace. Rhythms of Renewal will help you trade your anxiety
for the vibrant life you were meant to live through four profound
rhythms: rest, restore, connect, and create. With encouraging stories
and practical steps, Rebekah Lyons will help you begin an
intentional, lifelong journey toward sustained emotional, relational,
and spiritual health. Rhythms of Renewal is your guide to daily
rescue and a way forward into the peace your soul longs for. As a
society, we are in the throes of a collective panic attack. Anxiety
and loneliness are on the rise, with 77% of our population
experiencing physical symptoms of stress on a regular basis. We
feel pressure chasing careers, security, and keeping up. We worry
about health, politics, and many other complexities we can't control.
Eventually we find our minds spinning, trying to cope or manage a
low hum of anxiety, unlike ever before. But it doesn't have to stay
this way. Rebekah draws from her own battle with depression and
anxiety and shares a pathway to establish four life-giving rhythms
that quiet inner chaos and make room for a flourishing life. By
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loved ones to do the same Overcome anxiety by establishing daily
habits that keep you mentally and physically strong Find joy
through restored relationships in your family and community Walk
in confidence with the unique gifts you have to offer the world

Love Must Be Tough
Having seen anger, resentment, and despair destroy far too many
lives, the writer of this extraordinary book on forgiving dispenses
with glib pronouncements and lets the often untidy experiences of
ordinary people speak for themselves. In Why Forgive? the reader
will meet men and women who have earned the right to talk about
the importance of overcoming hurt and about the peace of mind
they have found in doing so. Hurt is an understatement, actually, for
many of these stories deal with the harrowing effects of violent
crime, betrayal, abuse, bigotry, and war. But Why Forgive?
examines lifes more mundane battle scars as well: the persistent
hobgoblins of backbiting, gossip, and strained family ties, marriages
gone cold and tensions in the workplace. As in life, not every story
has a happy ending a fact Arnold thankfully refuses to skirt. The
book also addresses the difficulty of forgiving oneself, the
temptation to blame God, and the turmoil of those who simply
cannot seem to forgive, even though they try. Why forgive? Read
these stories, and then decide.

Embraced
Embraced features 100 devotions that will resonate with women in
all stages of life by giving them a godly perspective on the issues
they face each day.
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Too many of us feel trapped in stagnant romantic, family, or
workplace relationships. Weighed down by toxic thoughts and
emotions, we might be quick to judge and slow to pardon, and selfrighteous about our feelings as we dwell on memories of what we or
others did (or failed to do). In this new book, Iyanla Vanzant
challenges us to liberate ourselves from the wounds of the past and
to embrace the new power of forgiveness. With Iyanla’s 21-Day
Forgiveness Plan, you’ll explore relationship dynamics with your
parents, children, friends, partners, co-workers, bosses, yourself,
and even God. With journaling work and Emotional Freedom
Techniques (also known as "tapping"), you’ll learn to live with
more love; gain new clarity on your life, lessons, and blessings; and
discover a new level of personal freedom, peace, and well-being.
Forgiveness doesn’t mean agreeing with, condoning, or even liking
what has happened. Forgiveness means letting go and knowing
that—regardless of how challenging, frightening, or difficult an
experience may seem—everything is just as it needs to be in order for
you to grow and learn. When you focus on how things "should" be,
you deny the presence and power of love. Accept the events of the
past, while being willing to change your perspective on them. As
Iyanla says, "Only forgiveness can liberate minds and hearts once
held captive by anger, bitterness, resentment, and fear. Forgiveness
is a true path to freedom that can renew faith, build trust, and
nourish the soul."

What Happens When Women Say Yes to God
WINNER OF THE NOBEL PRIZE IN LITERATURE A beautiful,
comprehensive volume of Dylan’s lyrics, from the beginning of his
career through the present day—with the songwriter’s edits to dozens
of songs, appearing here for the first time. Bob Dylan is one of the
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classics
such as
“Like a Rolling
Stone,” “Mr. Tambourine Man,” and
“The Times They Are a-Changin’.” The Lyrics is a comprehensive
and definitive collection of Dylan’s most recent writing as well as
the early works that are such an essential part of the canon. Well
known for changing the lyrics to even his best-loved songs, Dylan
has edited dozens of songs for this volume, making The Lyrics a
must-read for everyone from fanatics to casual fans.

Trustworthy - Bible Study Book
Describes how hidden, buried anger might be causing physical and
emotional problems including headaches, digestive problems and
insomnia and explains how to practice mindfulness to release the
pent-up emotions before they become unhealthy.

What Happens When Women Walk in Faith
Bestselling author and daughter of Billy Graham reveals how she
discovered the issue that kept her from forgiving her father, learned
how to forgive and found freedom, and shares how readers can take
steps toward forgiveness in their own lives.

Gathering Blue
Living with a deeper awareness of God’s leading isn’t just for a
select few…it’s for you too! Have you ever wondered if God still
speaks to us today? Or do you worry that what you’re perceiving as
God’s voice is really just your own thoughts? You’re not alone. In
Is God Speaking to Me?, Lysa TerKeurst shares her own wrestling
with these questions and how God has taught her to more clearly
discern His direction in her everyday life. Using Scripture,
encouraging personal stories, and practical application, Lysa will
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how to
recognize
and respond
to the Lord’s divine appointments for
you. Uncomplicate the idea of listening to God as you use five key
questions to help you determine if what you’re discerning is from
Him or not. Discover the joy of truly walking with the Lord as you
learn how to live in expectation of hearing from Him. Is God
Speaking to Me? is both an invitation to a life of adventure with the
Lord and the tender reminder that we serve a God who loves us
deeply and longs to speak to us personally.

Let it Go
"A must readI couldn't put it down." —Simone Elkeles on Catching
Jordan From the bestselling author of Catching Jordan comes a new
teen romance sure to appeal to fans of Sarah Dessen. SOME
RULES WERE MEANT TO BE BROKEN. Kate has always been
the good girl. Too good, according to some people at
school—although they have no idea the guilty secret she carries. But
this summer, everything is different This summer she's a counselor
at Cumberland Creek summer camp, and she wants to put the past
behind her. This summer Matt is back as a counselor too. He's the
first guy she ever kissed, and he's gone from geeky songwriter who
loved The Hardy Boys to a buff lifeguard who loves to flirtwith her.
Kate used to think the world was black and white, right and wrong.
Turns out, life isn't that easy Praise for Miranda Keaneally: "Fresh,
fearless, and totally romantic."—Sarah Ockler, bestselling author of
the Twenty Boy Summer "Catching Jordan is the romantic comedy
I've been waiting for. I loved it!"—Jennifer Echols, author of Such a
Rush "An incredibly well-written, beautiful story that balances
romance, drama, and comedy perfectly."—Bookish, on Stealing
Parker

Lyrics:1962-2012
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provider as well as the inexperienced lay person. Dr. Dincalci's
approach takes the reader through a gradual introduction of the
stages and phases of forgiveness; then into how to face and then let
go of upsets and even deep trauma. He insists that it is in being our
own authentic emotions that empowerment, self-forgiveness and
forgiveness of others is possible. Anyone embarking on Dr.
Dincalci's procedures need only understand that forgiveness is not a
once through read but a continuing life process. This book offers an
effective process for working upsets through to resolution. It is not a
one step cure all. Its true use will be in the progress of our living
and referring back to it when other life situations pull more
emotional upsets or trauma out of the closet.

Mindful Anger: A Pathway to Emotional Freedom
Lois Lowry once again creates a mysterious but plausible future
world. It is a society ruled by savagery and deceit that shuns and
discards the weak. Left orphaned and physically flawed, young Kira
faces a frightening, uncertain future. Blessed with an almost
magical talent that keeps her alive, she struggles with ever
broadening responsibilities in her quest for truth, discovering things
that will change her life forever. As she did in THE GIVER, Lowry
challenges readers to imagine what our world could become, how
people could evolve, and what could be considered valuable. Every
reader will be taken by Kira’s plight and will long ponder her
haunting world and the hope for the future.

Love Busters
A practical guide to forgiveness draws on personal experiences and
case studies to explain how reader's can discover God's definitions
of justice and reconciliation and how they can free themselves from
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My Secret
Scripture says that offenses will happen. People will let us down
and we will let others down, as well. Forgiveness is left up to us to
pray about and then practice. Far from minimizing the hurt of the
offense, readers are called to understand that offering forgiveness
and letting go of bitterness is the only way to walk in faithfulness.
Drawing on biblical teaching of our call to forgive, Nancy shows
the reader that forgiveness is a choice- and the only pathway to true
freedom.

Forgiveness
"Join Lysa TerKeurst on the streets of Israel to explore the seven I
AM statements of Jesus found in the Gospel of John. Through this
interactive, in-depth study we will be trading feelings of emptiness
and depletion for the fullness of knowing who Jesus is like never
before."--

The Intelligent Divorce
When hard times come and it seems God is deviating from the plan
we assume our life should follow, we're more likely to want to tame
God, not trust Him. It's then that we begin to press into our ways
and our own timing. No human can carry the weight of being their
own god, but so many of us try. In this 6-session study of 1 & 2
Kings, join Lysa TerKeurst in Israel as she honestly reveals the
places of distrust in her own heart while exploring the deeply
applicable Scriptures that will teach us how to truly trust God.
Features: Leader helps to guide questions and discussions within
small groups Personal study segments with homework to complete
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per session, available for purchase or
rent Benefits: Identify and challenge doubts in the one true God.
Explore how the Old Testament applies to our lives today. Learn to
trust in the goodness and faithfulness of God.

How to Have Your Life Not Suck
In Forgive & Forget, Lewis B. Smedes show you how to move form
hurting and hating to healing and reconciliation. With the lessons of
forgiveness, you can establish healthier relationships, reclaim the
happiness that should be yours, and achieve lasting peace of mind.

The One You Can't Forget
You've forgiven a thousand times. You've bent over backwards to
make your partner feel loved and accepted. But the only reward for
your loyalty has been anger, indifference, infidelity, or abuse. Your
spouse may even be ready to walk out the door. Do you feel like all
is lost? Are you ready to give up? There IS still hope. Dr. James
Dobson's “tough love” principles have proven to be uniquely
valuable and effective. Unlike most approaches to marriage crisis,
the strategy in this groundbreaking classic does not require the
willing cooperation of both spouses. Love Must Be Tough offers
the guidance that gives you the best chance of rekindling romance,
renewing your relationship, and drawing your partner back into
your arms.

A Quiet Strength
How to Fully Accept Yourself—Just As You Are Most of us have
plenty of experience with self-blame and guilt—but we are often at a
loss when it comes to forgiving ourselves. According to Colin
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roles at the same time. Tipping's Radical Forgiveness process
allows us to navigate this dilemma for deep and lasting healing. To
help us gain freedom from excessive inner criticism and selfsabotaging beliefs, he offers the Radical Self-Forgiveness book and
companion audio program. Join Colin Tipping to learn his step-bystep methods for going beyond the level of self-judgment and
recrimination to the deeper spiritual state in which true forgiveness
occurs. What's "radical" about Colin Tipping's approach to
forgiveness? "It's not about telling ourselves a new story about
something that happened," he says. "It's about creating a profound
shift at the spiritual level." Based on his world-renowned
forgiveness workshops, the Radical Self-Forgivenessbook shares
clear insights for resolving our deepest internal wounds using
Tipping's five-stage forgiveness process. The Radical SelfForgivenessaudio edition offers a toolbox of exercises, techniques,
and guided practices designed to help us break the cycle of blame
and victimhood—an empowering attitude that helps us fully embrace
every experience. Many of our fears, anxieties, and even physical
health problems originate from the parts of us that we consider
unforgiveable. Yet when we recognize that we are worthy of
forgiveness—no matter who we are or what we have done—we gain
access to the loving energy of spirit that can heal our deepest
wounds. Used alone or in combination for an integrated practice,
the Radical Self-Forgiveness book and audio program open the
doorway to the freedom and inner peace that come from true selfacceptance.

Forgiving What You Can't Forget Study Guide
With Let It Go Bishop Jakes shows us how we can lead an
emotionally vital and spiritually healthy life by learning how to
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that drain every area of our life. Just as seemingly harmless,
carefree moments spent basking in sunshine can lead to the
development of a malignant melanoma, the grudges we harbour can
metastasize into a cancer on our souls, eating away at our strength,
happiness, and productivity. "If we want to experience a life filled
with peace, productivity, and power, then we must practice the art
of forgiveness. In order to practice forgiveness, we must learn new
styles of conflict resolution and new forms of anger management.
Aware of God's amazing grace, we can now ask him to forgive us as
we forgive those who trespass against us. We can love others out of
an awareness of how we ourselves have been forgiven by God and
loved unconditionally as his child.' Chapter titles include: Cancer of
the Soul, Offenses Do Come, Where Did This Come From?, Silence
Doesn't Mean Consent, The Power of a Pure Heart, Write It Off,
Trust Doesn't Come Easy, Recovery Rate, Uprooted, Available for
What's Next, Forgiven for Good.

Unglued
A collection of artfully decorated postcards with secrets
anonymously written on them by people from all over the world and
sent to the founder of PostSecret, a community art project that
evolved into a website.

Finding I Am - Bible Study Book
In this fifteenth anniversary edition of Love Busters, Willard F.
Harley, Jr., helps couples identify and overcome the most common
habits that destroy the feeling of love.

Made to Crave
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world is a challenge. The pace of life, along with the new front
porch of social media, has changed the landscape of our lives.
Women have been told for far too long that being on the go and
accumulating more things will make their lives full. As a result, we
grasp for the wrong things in life and come up empty. God created
us to walk with him; to know him and to be loved by him. He is our
living well and when we drink from the water he continually
provides, it will change us. Our marriages, our parenting, and our
homemaking will be transformed. Mommy-blogger Courtney
Joseph is a cheerful realist. She tackles the challenge of holding
onto vintage values in a modern world, starting with the keys to
protecting our walk with God. No subject is off-limits as she moves
on to marriage, parenting, and household management. Rooted in
the Bible, her practical approach includes tons of tips that are
perfect for busy moms, including: Simple Solutions for Studying
God’s Word How to Handle Marriage, Parenting, and Homemaking
in a Digital Age 10 Steps to Completing Your Husband Dealing
With Disappointed Expectations in Motherhood Creating Routines
that Bring Rest Pursuing the Discipline and Diligence of the
Proverbs 31 Woman There is nothing more important than fostering
your faith, building your marriage, training your children, and
creating a haven for your family. Women Living Well is a clear and
personal guide to making the most of these precious responsibilities.

Forgiving What You Can't Forget
This book, written by a rabbi, teaches us how to shift our
perception--moving beyond the pain and mistrust and allowing
ourselves to say with honesty and an open heart, "I want you to be a
part of my life again". "A beautiful book that every person on this
planet needs to read".--Bernie S. Siegel, M.D.
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Dr. James Dobson provides practical guidelines and simple steps to
help anyone understand their emotions so that they can improve
interaction with others. Love, anger and guilt are emotions that can
be a very positive force in our lives if we lean to recognize and cope
with these aspects of who we are. The sound teaching of this book
will help dispel the myths surrounding the way we thing about our
emotions and will separate distorted thinking from the real thing-for
instance, distinguishing between infatuation and true love. Learn
how to interpret and understand a broad range of emotions and
separate fantasy from reality.

Forgiving What You'll Never Forget
Have you ever felt stuck in a cycle of unresolved pain, playing
offenses over and over in your mind? You know you can't go on
living like this, but you don't know what to do next. And you just
don't know if you'll ever get past it. In this six-session Bible study
(DVD/digital downloads sold separately), Lysa TerKeurst has
walked this journey, wrestling with deep wounds that feel
impassible and struggling to move forward. And she's discovered
that, to find life-giving freedom, we have to let go of our bound-up
resentment and resistance to forgiving people who've hurt us. With
deep empathy, therapeutic insight, and rich Bible teaching coming
out of 1,000 hours of study, Lysa helps us: learn how to move on
when the other person refuses to change and never says they're
sorry; walk through a step-by-step process to free ourselves from
the hurt of our past and feel less offended today; discover what the
Bible really says about forgiveness and the peace that comes from
living it out right now; identify what's stealing trust and
vulnerability from our relationships so we can believe there is still
good ahead; and disempower the triggers hijacking our emotions by
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